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Let n be a positive finite measure of mass m of the non-empty convex subset M 
of the real normed vector space ( V, II.11 ). For a fixed x0 E M and 7(x) = ll.x-xo 11, 
let the probability measure p = mm ‘p .I z I, Assume that the corresponding p dis- 
tribution function fulfills certain convexity conditions. By the use of convex moment 
methods best upper bounds of Is,,, fdp -.f(xo)l are obtained for/an integrable real 
valued function on M and a given power moment of p. These lead to sharp 
inequalities, i.e., attainable inequalities involving the first modulus of continuity of,f: 
The established estimates improve the corresponding ones in the literature. These 
have wide applications to concave positive linear operators typically arising from 
well-known probabilistic distributions. 1 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let P,,~ n 3 1, be a sequence of positive finite measure of mass m, on the 
convex subset M# @ of the real normed vector space (I’, 11. II). 
In Cl-33 (198551986) we studied the rate of the weak convergence of pL, 
to 6,“; the unit measure at x,, E M, where M is also compact. 
Namely, among others, we find the best possible constant K,(x,) in the 
inequality 
/i 
f 4b -.0x0) d Im, - 1 I If( + m,4(-4, A4 
subject to the given moment condition 
(1 > 
I r 
11.x - x0 II r P,(dX) = em, r > 0: 
M 
where f is a real valued measurable function on M such that 
If(x) - f’(Y)1 G u when x, YE M; /Ix- yJI dh. 
Here, h > 0 and M’ > 0 are fixed. The optimal constant K,,(x,) = K,(m,, r, 
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D,,Jx,,), h, UJ, f(?so)) is determined independently of f(xO) by the use of 
standard moment methods; see [ 131. 
The most inequality (*) can be is almost attained for suitable pL, andf: 
This interesting feature comes from the fact that in calculating J&(x,) the 
involved part of the upper boundary of the convex hull of the related 
moment problem is part of the closure and not of the convex hull itself. 
In this paper we present a sufficient condition so that inequality (*) is 
attained, that is, is sharp; see Theorems 1 and 2 and their corresponding 
Corollaries 1 and 2. Here M can be also unbounded and D,,(x,) is 
assumed to be finite. 
This condition supposes that r 3 1.7095114, D,,(x,) > rp’(r + 1)’ -‘jr 
mk”h, and that the measure ,u, is such that the cumulative distribution 
function corresponding to the probability measure P,, = m; ‘pn 0 T I, where 
T(X) = I/x-x0/I, is concave. Here inequality (*) is attained by a step 
function and a measure p,, so that the corresponding probability measure 
p, is the weak*-homeomorphic image of an at most two-points-supported 
probability measure. Naturally, in the above concave case, inequality (*) is 
stronger than the earlier ones from [l-3]. 
Whenffuhills a Lipschitz type condition and the cumulative distribution 
function corresponding to p,! fulfills a higher order convexity condition, the 
best upper bounds to Is,,,, f tip,, -f(x,,)l are simplified considerably and 
the derived inequalities are again attained, i.e., sharp inequalities; see 
Theorems 3 and 4, improving a related result from [ 11. Our proofs are 
carried out by means coming from the convex moment theory; see [14]. 
Also in this paper we give applications to the concave positive linear 
operators arising from probabilistic distributions, e.g., the Weierstrass, 
logistic, and exponential operators; see Section 2. 
Let L,,, n 3 1, be a sequence of positive linear operators from C(M) into 
itself. Over compact M the pointwise convergence of L, to the identity 
operator is equivalent to the weak convergence of a sequence of positive 
finite measures p, to the unit measure at the given point. 
Consequently our work has been also motivated by the study of the 
convergence of positive linear operators to the identity operator. 
On C([a, b]), [a, 61 c R this convergence was studied deeply by 
P. P. Korovkin (1953); see [16]. Later 0. Shisha and B. Mond (1968) (see 
[24, 251) presented Korovkin’s main theorem in the form of an inequality, 
giving this convergence with rates, and E. Censor (1971) (see [5]) gave 
similar inequalities on Rk, k 3 1. 
Studying the convergence of positive linear operators with rates, i.e., by 
giving special upper bounds to IIL,(f) -fll~, one finds many people 
working in the area, for M either an abstract space or an interval of the 
real line. They approach the problem from many different angles in many 
of its ramifications; e.g., see [4, 6, 7, l&12, 15, 18-231. 
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But no one has given sharp general inequalities of this kind, with the 
exception of a special case due to H. H. Gonska (see Remark 3.6 of [lo]). 
For the first time some sharp inequalities for positve linear operators 
appear in [l 31, and they are attainable, where instead of working with 
positive linear operators, we consider positive finite measures and use 
moment techniques from [ 131. 
The purpose of this paper is to complement and perfect this initial study. 
From now on by a measure we mean a positive measure. 
1. MAIN RESULTS 
Using convex moment theory methods we obtain the following results. 
THEOREM 1. Let p he a finite measure of mass m on the non-empty con- 
vex and compact subset A4 of the real normed vector space ( V, II.11 ). Consider 
x0 EM and C(x,) >O such that 06 11x-x011 d C(x,) for all XEM. Let 
T(X) = I/x - x0 I/ and let the induced probability measure p = m ~ ‘p 0 T ~ ’ on 
[0, C(x,)]. Assume that the cumulative distribution function corresponding 
to p is concave in (0, C(x,)]. Suppose further that 
> 
‘jr 
/Ix - xo II’ Adze) = D,(xo), (1) 
where O<r < 1 or r> (In 2/ln 1.5) rr 1.7095114 and D,(x,)>O are given, 
with 
D:(x,)dm(r+ 1))’ Cr(xo). (2) 
Consider h > 0 as given. In the case of r B 1.7095114 we would assume 
that 
~(j?+l)(~)h[l-(~)lrii+“i]<C(x,), (3) 
where /I= rC(x,)/hl-- 1; r.1 is the ceiling of the number. 
Let f: A4 -+ [w be such that 
If(x) -figs if llx- yll dkx, y~A4, 
where w > 0 is given. 
(4) 
Then the best possible constant K(x,) = K(m, r, D,(x,), h, w, f(xo)) in 
the inequality 
f dp-f(x,) d Im- 11 IfbJ +mK(xo) 
is given as follows (independently of f(xo)). 
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Let #,(U)=jf;rz/h]dz, 24~0, 
when O<r<l; 
(ii) W,) = $((r + 1) m e’D:(xo)), 
when r3 1.7095114. Here cc/(y) is defined in [0, C’(xo)] as follows: For 
k = 1, . . . . fi consider the numbers 
Y ,k = (k- l)(‘:(‘+ l,,k’(k+ l)(“i(‘+ 1)) 
yZk = k’(k + 1)’ h’ (g’[ 1 -(kJ”“]‘, 
Hence 
ti(Y) = 
y,k~ydy,k,k=2,...,B, 
Inequality (5) improves the corresponding inequalities from G. Ana- 
stassiou (1985, 1986) (see [l-3]). 
Remark 1. (i) When ra1.7095114 and (r+l)mP’D:(xo)> y,,, 
inequality (5) is attained by w . r 11x - x0 ii/h] and a measure p such that 
the cumulative distribution function corresponding to p = m ‘p 0 t ’ is 
concave in (0, C(x,)]. 
Measure p is the weak*-homeomorphic image (see [ 14, pp. 133, 1361) of 
an at most two-points-supported probability measure on [yij’, C(x,)]. 
(ii) When O<r< 1 or t-2 1.7095114 and O< (r+ 1) m -’ D:(x,) < 
y,, , inequality (5) is almost attained in a similar way as in case (i). The last 
comes from the fact that in determining K(x,), the involved part of the 
upper boundary of the convex hull of the related moment problem (see 
proof of Theorem 1) is part of the closure and not of the convex hull itself. 
The next result is the result corresponding to Theorem 1 when the 
domain M is unbounded. 
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THEOREM 2. Let u he a ,finite measure of mass m on the unbounded 
convex subset M of the real normed vector space (V, II.11 ). Let T(X) = 
IIx - x0 /I, x0 E M, and let the induced probability measure p = m ‘p 0 z ’ on 
[0, + a). Assume that the cumulative distribution function corresponding to 
p is concave in (0, + a). Suppose further that 
U > 
I/r 
I/x- x0 llr u(dx) = D,(x,) < 03, 
M 
where r > 1.7095114 and D,(x,) > 0 are given, 
Let f: M+[W be such that If(x)-f(y)l<w if /Ix- yll<h, x, REM, 
where ~1, h > 0 are given. 
Then the best possible constant K(x,) = K(m, r, D,(x,), h, w, f(xO)) in 
the inequality 
/I 
fdcc-f(xO) d Im- 11 If( +mWd (9) 
M 
is given as follows (independently of f(xO). We have 
Wxo) = $((r + 1) mm’ Wx,)), (10) 
where $(y) is defined in (0, + a) by (7), when we set C(x,) = + cc and 
define y,,, y,, as in (6) for k = 1, . . . . + co. 
Inequality (9) is attained and almost attained as inequality (5) of 
Theorem 1 (in Remark 1 replace C(x,) by + cc). 
When f fulfills a Lipschitz type condition the best upper bounds we 
obtain look much simpler. 
THEOREM 3. Let p be a finite measure of mass m on the non-empty 
connected and compact subset M of the real normed vector space ( V, jl.11). 
Consider x0 E M and C(x,) > 0 such that 0 < 11x - x0 II < C(x,) for all x E M. 
Let z(x) = I/x - x0 I/ and let the induced probability measure p = m-‘u 0 T ~ ’ 
on [0, C(x,)]. Assume that the cumulative distribution function F 
corresponding to p possesses an (s- 1) th derivative F’“P1’(x) (s> 1) 
throughout the interval (0, C(x,)] and that further ( - 1)” F’“- “(x) is convex 
in (0, C(x,)]. Suppose also that 
with 
> 
l/r 
lb - xo II r /4dx) = DAXO) > 0, r>O (11) 
Iy(x,)< r+s ( > 
-I 
s mC’(x,). (12) 
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Let f: M + Iw be such that 
If(x) -f(Y)1 d k IIX - Yll”, (k>O,O<a< 1). 
Then we find the following best upper bound, 
(13) 
Remark 2. Inequality (14) is attained by f(x) = k IIx - x0 11’ and a 
measure p such that the probability measure p = m -ip 0 z ~ ’ fulfills the 
convexity assumption of Theorem 3. This measure p is the weak*- 
homeomorphic image (see [ 14, pp. 133, 1361) of an at most two-points- 
supported probability measure on [0, C(x,)]. 
Inequality (14) improves the corresponding inequality from 
G. Anastassiou (1985) (see [l, p. 2551). 
The next result is the result corresponding to Theorem 3 when the 
domain M is unbounded. 
THEOREM 4. Let u be a finite measure of mass, m on the unbounded 
connected subset M of the real normed vector space ( V, /I. I/ ). Let T(X) = 
11 x - x,, I(, x0 E M, and let the induced probability measure p = m - ‘u 0 t ~ I on 
[0, + a). Assume that the cumulative distribution function F corresponding 
to p possesses an (s - 1) th derivative F”- ‘(x) (s 2 1) throughout the interval 
(0, + 00) and that further (- 1)” F(“-‘) (x) is convex in (0, + co ). Suppose 
also that 
(s > 
l/r 
Ilx - xo II r Adx) = D,(xo) < a, (15) 
M 
where r > 0 and D,(x,) > 0 are given. Let f: A4 + Iw be such that 
If(x)-f(Y)1 dkIlx-~ll” (k>O,O<cl<l). (16) 
Here we would assume that r 2 cy. Then we get the best upper bound 
I jMf4-f(xo) -b-l1 If( 
(17) 
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Remark 3. Inequality (17) is attained by f(x) = k 11~ -x0 (1’ and a 
measure ,U such that the probability measure p = rn- ‘p 0 t -’ fulfills the 
convexity assumption of Theorem 4. This measure p is the weak*- 
homeomorphic image (see [ 14, pp. 133, 136)) of a one-point-supported 
probability measure on [0, + co). 
Inequality (5) becomes concrete in an important special case. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, but without 
assumption (3), we consider the case of m = 1 and r = 2. 
(i) If h = Dz(xO) and C(x,) 3 (2.3366256) .D,(x,), then 
Ii 
f dp-f(x,) 6 (1.4268781). wi(f, Dz(x,)). (18) 
M 
(ii) If h = D,(x,)/2 and C(x,) 3 & D,(x,), then 
IJ 
f dp--f(xO) <(2.2679492).w, 
M 
(t;y). (19) 
Inequalities (18), (19) are attained and the numbers 2.3366256, 1.4268781, 
2.2679492 are truncated irrationals. 
Prooj It is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. The constraint on C(x,) 
in each case is instead of requirements (2) and (3) of Theorem 1. 1 
Also, inequality (9) can be simplified considerably in the same special 
case. 
COROLLARY 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 we consider the case 
ofm=l andr=2. Then 
(1.4268781). wi(f, D*(x,,)); 
(2.2679492) . w, (f; +J)]> (20) 
which is an attained inequality. 
ProoJ It is a straightforward application of Theorem 2. 1 
2. APPLICATIONS 
The results of this section are applications of Theorem 2 (see 
Corollary 2) to some important concave positive linear operators arising 
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from Probability theory, i.e., Weierstrass, logistic, and exponential 
operators. Similar applications can be given for the rest of the theorems, 
We need to introduce the notion of the concave operator. 
DEFINITION 1. Let cc, be a finite measure of mass m, on M (t E M), 
which is a non-empty convex subset of the real normed vector space 
( V, 1). I/ ). Let r(x) = 11x - tll and let the induced probability measure p, = 
rn,‘p, oz- ’ on [0, c,], where c, is either finite or infinite for all t E M. 
Assume that the cumulative distribution function corresponding to p, is 
concave in (0, cI], for all t E M. For f E C,(M) we define 
L(.L t) = 1 .fb) cl, d(x), for all t E M. 
M 
Obviously L is a positive linear operator acting on C,(M). We shall call it 
concave. 
Remark 4. Let the normal probability density function 
.f(x)=IC? - ( r ~ .xa)2!2d 
CrJziL ’ 
where x E [w, x0 is a fixed real number, and d > 0, with a corresponding 
cumulative distribution function F and an associated probability measure 
p. For 7(x)=~x-x0~ and x>O we have r-‘([0,x])= [x,-x,x0+x]. 
Thus p=poz-' is a probability measure on [0, + co) and p( [0, x]) = 
p( [x0 -x, x0 +x]) = F(x, +x) - F(x, -x). 
Let G be the cumulative distribution function corresponding to p. 
Thus G(x) = F(x, +x) - F(x, -x) and G’(x) = F’(x, +x) + F’(x, -x) = 
f(xo + x) +f(xo -xl. Hence G’(x) = (2/a 6) ,-.‘232u2 and G”(x) = 
-G’(x)(x/a’). Therefore for x 2 0 it holds that G”(x) < 0. 
We have proved that G is a concave function in [0, + co). 
Based on Remark 4 we state 
THEOREM 5. Let f E C,(R) and let the Weierstrass operator W,, n E N, 
acting on C,(R), be defined by 
(W,,f)(t) = 
J 
i jy f(x) eP”.‘-‘j2 dx. 
x 
Then 
II W,f-fli, dmin (1.4268781).~, 
(2.2679492) . w , 
(1; $di~ 
(21) 
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ProoJ: Let X, be real independent random variables having the normal 
distribution function (t, l/2), t E [w. Thus S, = cj”= i Xj, n > 1, has the nor- 
mal distribution (nt, n/2). And S,/n has the normal distribution function 
(t, 1/2n), denoted by F,,,. From Remark 4 we conclude that F,,, fulfills 
the assumption of Theorem 2. Obviously ( w,J)(t) = fTm f(x) S.+,(x). 
Using Corollary 2 we establish the validity of inequality (21). 1 
From Remark 4 and the last proof we can conclude that the Weierstrass 
operator W, is a concave positive linear operator. 
Remark 5. Let X be a real random variable having the logistic dis- 
tribution (see [9, pp. 52-531) with E(X) = x0 E iF! and Var(X) = rr2, (T > 0. 
It has a cumulative distribution function 
with an associated probability measure p. For r(x) = Ix - x0 1 and x > 0 we 
have z -‘( [0, x]) = [x,, -x, x0 +x]. Thus p = p 0 rr ’ is a probability 
measure on [0, + co) and p( [0, x]) = p( [x, - x, .x0 + x]) = F(x, +x) - 
F(x, -x). 
Let G be the cumulative distribution function corresponding to p. Hence 
G(x) = F(x, +x) - F(x, - x), giving us 
which is a concave function in [0, + co). 
Based on Remark 5 we give 
LEMMA 1. Let {Xn}, n 2 1, be a sequence of real random variables 
having the logistic distribution with E(X,,) = x0 E [w and Var(X,) = E:, E, > 0. 
It has a cumulative distribution function 
Let p, be the probability measure associated to F,, and f E C,( [w). Then 
x .I”&, -l-h) (1.4268781). wl(S, 8,); ~ % 
, (23) 
P, 2 6, (weakly), as n-+ +ccandE, -to. (24) 
Proof. It is a direct application of Remark 5 and Corollary 2. m 
409 I36 I-16 
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The logistic operator is introduced by 
DEFINITION 2. Consider the sequence of real random variables {X,,}, 
n 2 1, with a mean t E [w and a variance sf, E, > 0, having the logistic 
distribution function 
Let P,~ be the probability measure associated to F,,,. For ,f~ C,(R) we 
define the operator 
L,,(J t) = lx f(x) p,,, d(x), for all t E [w. 
x 
By Remark 5 {Ln}, n3 1, is a sequence of concave positive linear 
operators, called logistic. 
The convergence of a sequence of logistic operators is described as 
follows: 
THEOREM 6. Let {L, j, n 2 1, he a sequence of logistic operators and 
f E C,( [w). Then 
IIL,f - fll, dmin (1.4268781). wj,(f, a,,); (2.2679492) .wl f,; 
1 ( >i 
, (25) 
lim L,f =A uniformly as n -+ co and E, + 0. (26) 
Proof: Use of Lemma 1. 1 
Remark 6. Let X,, t E [w, be the real random variable having an 
exponential probability density function 
(27) 
where c( > 0. It has a cumulative distribution function 
(28) 
with an associated probability measure pr. One can find that E(X,) = 
t+a-‘, l&Y:) = a -*[~*t* + 2at + 21, and Var(X,) = a-*. Furthermore, it 
holds that 
> 
112 
(x-t)‘pL,d(x) =&-‘. (29) 
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For r(x)= lx--l and x>O we have rr’([O,x])= [t-x, t+x]. Thus 
pr=pr”T-’ is a probability measure on [0, + co) and p,( [0, x]) = 
p,([t - x, t +x1) = F,(t + x) - F,(t - x) = F,(t +x). Let G, be the 
cumulative distribution function corresponding to pr. Then G,(x) = 
F,(t + x), which implies that G,(x) = 1 -e ” for all x 3 0, all t E [w. It is 
clear that G, is a concave function in [0, + cc), for all t E IX. 
Based on Remark 6 we give 
LEMMA 2. Let {A’,,,}, n 3 1, t E II& be a sequence of real random variables 
having an exponential distribution M’ith probability density function 
where E, > 0. 
Let F,,, be the cumulative distribution function of A’,,, where p,,, is the 
probability measure associated to F,,, on 58 and f E C,(R). Then 
x f&n, -f(t) (1.4268781).w,(f, &E,~); 
* 
(2.2679492) w, , (30) 
pn, 3 6, (weakly), as n -+ + cc and E,, + 0. (31) 
Proqf: It is a direct application of Remark 6 and Corollary 2. Here we 
should note that D,(r) = & E,,. 1 
The exponential operator is introduced by 
DEFINITION 3. Let the sequence of real random variables {X,,}, n 2 1, 
t E iw, have the exponential distribution with probability density function 
where E,, > 0. For fE C,(R) we define the operator 
~,(f, t)=E,;‘e’“” 
J 
,+l f(x)e-E~ilrd.x, for all t E R. 
By Remark 6 {L,}, n > 1, is a sequence of concave positive linear operators 
called exponential. 
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The convergence of a sequence of exponential operators is described as 
follows: 
THEOREM 7. Let {L,}, n 2 1, be a sequence of exponential operators and 
f E C,(R). Then 
ilL,f-fl (1.4268781).w,(f, ds,,); 
(2.2679492).~, 
lim L,f=f, uniformly as n -+ E and E, + 0. 
Proof: Use of Lemma 2. 1 
(32) 
(33) 
3. PROOFS OF THE MAIN THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let g(x) = f (x) - f(xO). From Corollary (2.2) (see 
[l, p. 2511) we have 
Is(x)I < [ ““Jr”“1 w, for all xEM. 
Therefore 
w(dx)+ Im- 11 If( 
The last holds as an equility when 
f(x)=[“Xhxo”l w, where [““Jrxo”l wfulhlls (4). 
Thus, the best constant K(x,) in (5) is given by 
mK(x,) = syp lM [““~xo”l wp(dx), 
where p ranges over all measures on A4 of mass m which satisfy (l), so that 
the cumulative distribution function associated to p =rn-‘po z-l is 
concave in (0, C(x,)]. 
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Calling U= 11x-x,J and b(u)= wru/hl, u ~0, we get 
mxo1= SUP j d(u) P(dU) (0 d u 6 C(x,)), 
P 
where the supremum is taken over all probability measures p, such that 
s u’p(dz4) = rn.- I &(x0), Y > 0, 
with the associated cumulative distribution function being concave in 
(0, a%)l. 
It follows from convex moment methods (see [ 14, pp. 128, 132, 133, 136, 
137, 141, 143, 151, 158-160) that 
K(xo) = ti((y + 1 W’ &(x0)), 
where rr = {(t, $(t)): 0 6 t < C(x,)} describes the upper boundary of the 
convex hull conv r, of the curve 
ro = ((d, 4*(u)): 0 d u d C(x,)) 
Here 
where 
Condition (2) guarantees the existence of the optimal K(x,). 
Setting y = ur, that is u = y’lr, we have 
l-0 = {(y, 4*(p)): 0 < y < C(x,,>. 
Thus, in order to determine the best K(x,) it suffices to determine the 
upper boundary of the convex hull of the curve r, in the cases 0 <r < 1 
and r 3 1.7095114. 
Case (I). O<r< 1. 
Claim I. The upper boundary of conv r, is the line segment connecting 
the points (0, w) and (C’(x,), w~,(C(x,))/C(x,)). Thus we get 
K(x,)= 1 + 
F ( 
“~‘~~~oJ)~~~xo’)(~) lqxo)] W. 
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Proof of Claim I. It is enough to consider the function 
dl(Y’ 7/Y ‘3 
Y(Y)= o 
L 
O<y<Er 
J’ = 0, 
where E > 0. 
The upper boundary of the convex hull of the curve {(y, y(y)): 
YE [0, E’]} is the line segment connecting (0, 1) to (s’, $,(E)/E). 
The above is established as follows: Note that $,(y”‘) = ky’!‘- 
ik(k - 1)/z, where k= ry’“/hl. Hence y(y) = 1 for 0 < ydh’, so that 
lim,,, y(y) = 1. One can easily prove that y(y) is a continuous and 
increasing function in (0, E’]. 
Consequently, the slope u(y) = (y(y) - 1)/y of the line segment 
(0, l), (y, y(y)) is also a continuous function in (0, E’]. Since cc’(y) >, 0 
throughout ((k - l)‘h’, k’h’] for all k = 1, . . . . p/h], a(y) is an increasing 
function there. 
Thus cc(y) is an increasing function everywhere in (0, E’] with cc(y) = 0 
for 0 < y <hr. Therefore the curve ((y, y(y)): y E [0, E’] > lies below the line 
segment connecting (0, 1) to (E’, 4,(&)/e). 
Case (II). r 3 1.7095114. 
Claim II. The upper boundary of conv r,, under assumption (3), is 
given by $ which is defined by (7). 
Proof of Claim II. It is enough to consider the function 
4l(Y”‘YY”‘~ 
Y(Y)= o L o< y6c’ y = 0. 
Here we would assume that 
The upper boundary of the convex hull of the curve {(y, y(y)): 
YE [0, E’]}, under assumption (34), is given by {(y, t(y)): YE [0, E’] >, 
where 
\ v( y), elsewhere. 
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Here, for k = 1, . . . . [ the numbers y,,, y,, are defined by (6) and the 
normalizing condition (34) says that 
This upper boundary is justified as follows: 
Note that $,(y”‘) = ky’jr- i k(k - 1 )h, k = r y”‘/hj. Hence y(y) = 1 for 
0 < y d/z’, so that limx _ 0 y(y) = 1. One can easily prove that y(y) is a con- 
tinuous and increasing function in (0, E’]. When (k - 1 )‘A’< y 6 k’h’, y(y) 
is given by 
YI;(y)=k-$k(k- l)hy+” for all k = 1, . . . . [. 
Therefore 
yktl(y)=(k+ 1)-fk(k+ l)hyP”‘. 
Since 
k(k- 1)hy-‘2+““<0 
we have that y(y) is a concave function throughout ((k - 1)’ h’, k’h’], 
k = 1, . . . . i. But 
Y;(Y) =7 k(k-l)hy-‘l+l,” 
and 
YL+l(Y)=F 
w + 1) Ay-‘l + I/‘) 
give 
h(kh) + 14, ,W) for all k = 1, . . . . [. 
Consequently, y(y) is a piecewise concave function over [O, 8’1. 
For k >, 2, the tangent line segment to y(y) over the two consecutive 
intervals ((k- l)‘h’, k’h’], (k’h’, (k + l)‘h’] has the following points of 
tangency: 
(ylk3 Y~(Y~~)), (Y,,, yk+ l(~2k)), respectively. 
It has a slope 
tan (Pk = (Yk+ Ib2k) -Yk(Ylk))/(YZk - ylk) 
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which is equal to yb(ylk) = r;+ i(yzk). Here the points y,,, y,, are described 
by (6). And one can determine that 
2’r’ 
tanqk=(r+lJr ( +~)~‘~‘[(~+1)‘~(‘+l)~(~~1)‘/(‘+1)](’+1) 
for all k = 2, . . . . c and a fixed r 2 1.7095 114. 
Next we would like to present the main steps in the proof that tan qk is 
decreasing in k b 2. 
We have that 
(22) < (~)(*‘+” 
is true for all integers k 2 2 and a real r > 1.7095114. The last imph that 
is a decreasing function in integers k > 2 and by lim, _ + r: X(k) = 2, we get 
that X(k) > 2 for all integers k > 2 and a real r 2 1.7095114. 
Consequently 
k’!“+“[(k+ l)‘i(‘+l)_(k-1)r/(r+l)] 
is increasing in k > 2, giving US that 
k’[(k+ I)‘/“+‘‘-(k- 1)‘/(‘+1’](‘+1) 
is increasing in k > 2. Therefore tan (Pi is decreasing in k > 2. 
Consider now the tangent from the point (0, 1) to the graph of 
(y, y*(y)). It has a slope (yz( y) - 1)/y which should be equal to y;(y) at 
the point of tangency. 
The corresponding y to the contact point will be y,, = h’(r + 1)’ rp’, as 
in (6), with y;( y,,) = r’(r + l))(‘+ ‘) hP’. 
Note that h’< y,, < 2’h’ and that one can verify that tan ‘p3 <y;(y2i) 
along with y2, <y12, y12 as in (6), for all r > 1.7095114. We have that 
y,, = yi2 at r= 1.7095114. That is why we consider only ra 1.7095114. 
Furthermore one can prove that 
(k-l)‘h’<y,,<k’h’<y,,<(k+l)‘h’ and ~,,<y,~~+,, 
for all k = 2, . . . . i and a fixed r 3 1.7095114. 
Figure 1 completes the proof of Claim II and by this the proof of 
Theorem 1 is finished. 
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FIG. 1. The convex hull of (y, y(y)) 
Proof of Theorem 2. Similar to Theorem 1, Case (ii). The convex hull of 
the related moment problem is the same; it is only extended over R + . Here 
we should note that 
dl+h-l 
(1 
‘Ix-x0 IIr Adx))” M 
= 1 + h-’ D,(x,) < CD. 
Therefore jM r ‘1.x - x0 II/h1 I < =o, which implies j,,,, IfI & < co. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let g(x) =f(x)-f(x,). By assumption (13) we 
get 
I j M 
f&-.0x0) = jMgdii+lm-l)io~ 
I I 
6 i‘ M lgl &+ Im- 11 If( 
Gk i M llx-~oII~~L(~~~+ lm- 11 If(x 
i.e. 
I j fh-f(xd d Im- 11 If( +k j Ilx-x,ll”p(dx). M M 
The last inequality holds as an equality when f(x) = k IIx-xo 11’ and here 
we would like to maximize its right-hand side over all p fulfilling the 
assumption of the theorem. Thus, we wish to find 
W,)=suP j Ilx-xoll”PL(~~x), 
P M 
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where ~1 ranges over all measures on A4 of mass m which satisfy (11) with 
the induced probability measure p = m ‘p c z ’ on [0, C(x,)] as in the 
assumption of the theorem. 
Calling u = IIx-.xO 11 we get 
m --lu(x,) = sup s u”p(dz4) (0 d u 6 C(q))), 
I’ 
where p is such that 
s u’p(du) = m ’ D;(x,), r>O 
and fulfills the convexity assumption of the theorem. From [ 14, pp. 137, 
1431, for t(u) = zP we obtain t*(u) = (y:s))’ u’, 0 < u < C(x,), where r* is 
according to the terminology of that paper. 
Similarly, for 4(u) = L/ we obtain 
m*(u)=(r;s)-‘u~, Odu<C(x,). 
Thus by applying convex moment methods (see [ 14, 128, 132, 133, pp. 136, 
137, 141, 143, 144, 158, 159]), the last moment problem is transferred to 
over all probability measures v on [0, C(x,)] such that 
i u’v(du) = r+s ( > mp’D:(xo), r > 0. s 
Really, it is enough to find 
0(x,) = sup J U”V(dU) 
Y 
over all probability measures v that fulfill (35). 
Finally we need to consider the curve (see [ 14, pp. 15 1, 1601) 
{(d, urn): 0 d 24 < C(x,)}, 
which is the same as the curve 
(35) 
{(y, yq: 0 d y d C'CX,,}. 
Here when cx > r the above curve is convex, while when a < r the curve is 
concave. 
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Consequently, when a 3 r we get 
and when c( 6 r we get 
x/r 
m -‘jr D:(x,). 
Therefore 
Wxo) = 
which completes the proof of the theorem. [ 
Proof of Theorem 4. Similar to Theorem 3, case of r 2 a. The graph of 
the related moment problem is the same; it is only extended over R + . Here 
we should note that 
which implies j,,,, IfI LIP < a. 1 
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